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Zsolt Szilágyi 

The Perception of a Market Town in the Great Plain. The 
Representations of Kecskemét between 1880 and 1940

Kálmán Mikszáth, in his novel, characterized the 16th century 
Kecskemét borderline during Turkish era as “A sea, made up of sand.” 
“It has already been confined by the arborist grandchildren, yet in those 
times the sand was free to run, wander and flow without restraint”.1 
The landscape had shown a complete change for the beginning of the 
20th century. Wineries, orchards, forests and new plough lands were 
established out from the seasand. The turn of the century saw profound 
changes in the economic structure of Kecskemét. In the 1880s Mikszáth, 
reflecting his own present into the past, quotes the town as a place well-
known for its apple.2 In contrast, in the 1930s Zsigmond Móricz mentions 
the trio of “sounding grapes, clinging apricot and smiling apple”.3 The 
sand that caused so many problems earlier had turned into gold, as the 
local phrase goes, by the end of the 19th century. Due to the destruction 
caused by vine-pest, the economic potential of borderlines around the 
Sandtown witnessed radical relocations.4 The proportion of landowners 
and cottiers, compared to the other cities in the Great Plain, had notably 
rocketed by the end of the 1930s,5 which asserted paramount effects on 
the local economic and demographic processes, configuration and the 
practice of proxemics. The population in the suburban areas was in excess 
of 31,000 inhabitants before the First World War, in 1935 this number 
approximated 47,000.6 During the inter-war period Kecskemét was an 
agricultural (market) town where the settlement was concentrically 
surrounded by the homestead (tanya) zones that gave place for fruit and 
vegetable cultivation internationally recognised, thus it was gradually 
1  Kálmán Mikszáth, Beszélő köntös. In. Mikszáth Kálmán munkái. Vol. 8. Kisebb 
regények. A fekete kakas. A beszélő köntös. Budapest, 1910 [1889]. 67–191. 90–1.
2  Ibid. 107.
3  Zsigmond Móricz, Szóló szőlő, csengő barack, mosolygó alma. In. Riportok. Vol. 3. 
(1930–1935). Ed. Zsigmond Móricz. Budapest, 1958 [1932]. 161–6. 162.
4  Zsolt Szilágyi, Homokváros. Kecskemét történeti földrajzi látószögek metszetében. 
Kecskemét, 2012. (Kecskeméti Örökség Könyvek, 2). László Bende, A kecskeméti 
szőlő- és gyümölcstermelés fejlődéstörténete. Kecskemét, 1929. 56–8.
5  Szilágyi, Homokváros, 120.
6  Zsolt Szilágyi, Város–tanya-kapcsolat a Horthy-kori Kecskeméten. = Tér és 
Társadalom, 25, 2011, n. 2. 29–47, 32.
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prospering the contemporaries also remarked that Kecskemét competed 
in plant production with Cegléd and Nagykőrös.7

László Csikay a fur-maker, born in Kecskemét, recalls his childhood 
times of the 1880s and describes his hometown as follows, “In Wintertime, 
or in Springtime, when we wanted to cross [the street], we had to walk on 
planks laid on the ground, we were children those times and we skipped 
across those planks to protect our boots from sticking into the mud.” 
Then he goes on with close-ups and visualises his neighbourhood and 
the downtown area this way, “Across the Beretvás’ and the Savings Bank 
[…] there stood a long block which was aparted by a crooked street. [...] 
Here was Erlika’s tailor shop and the blind Tóth’s hatter shop, then in the 
row came the spitting café which kept open all day long, the butchers 
also stored their chairs at thisplace after they finished their business day 
at the market. The next in the line was the Ág’s confectionery, where 
the homestead folks had their cakes made. Then in the row followed 
another tailor shop that belonged to Sándor Tóth, a small-built man with a 
grand business site, he employed 18-20 apprentices at one time.” Csikay 
goes on with this confusingly lengthy graphic presentment even longer 
andhe pictures the figures of lamplighters in the “almost dark streets at 
sundown”, those who “put their ladders on their shoulders in the evenings 
and kept strolling to light coal-oil lamps hanged on studs. Then in the 
mornings they came again and blew out those lamps.”8

The days of this “world” had all disappeared for the turn of the 
century. The later Szabadság Square and Széchenyi Square used to be 
a built-up area, but during the execution of urban renewal plans the 
buildings sited on this location were pulled down and spacious squares 
were extended within the town-centre; thus emerged the image of the 
town-centre for the inter-war period.The palace of Savings Bank was 
constructed in front of the Evangelical temple and the complex of the 
fair place (business house) that surrounded the Reformed temple was 
also built. All of these endeavours fitted well into the architecture of 
the downtown. Kecskemét was the one and only town at the turn of the 
century where the central square was closely surrounded by a Roman 
Catholic Church, by a Reformed and an Evangelical temple, also by a 
7  Rezső Ruisz, Kecskemét. In. Magyar városok. Ed. Antal Csíkvári. Budapest, 1941. 
213–216, 214, (Városi és Vármegyei Szociográfiák, 14).
8  László Csikay, Hogyan nézett ki Kecskemét 80 évvel ezelőtt. (Manuscript, 
1960.) Magyar Nemzeti Levéltár Bács-Kiskun Megyei Levéltára (MNL BKML), 
Gyűjtemények, 1334–2008. 2009. Kecskemét városra vonatkozó történeti adatok 
gyűjteménye, 1700–1994 (XV-7). no. 13.
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Greek Church and by a neolog Israelitic synagogue. The main square 
of the town was also referred to as the square of the Seven Sanctuaries 
(Figure 1).9

Figure 1 A panning from the Nagytemplom in Kecskemét in 1903 
Notes: Pious Order’s Church (1), Evangelical Temple (2), Synagogue (3), 
Reformed Temple (4), St. Franciscan Order’s Church (5). 
Source: Dániel Lovas, Élet a régi Kecskeméten. Hétköznapok és ünnepek a 
20. század első felében, magángyűjteményekben található régi fotókon és 
képeslapokon. Kecskemét, 2006. 8–9.

The „wine recovery” after the vine pest had provided opportunities 
for local economic development. On the run up to the millennium, further 
institutions were given newly constructed buildings which were the Town 
Council and the Theatre. The transition in the economic structure made 
the town leaders bring new aspects to the fore and create a conception that 
a spacious, central square should be created, which could be efficiently 
utilized for commercial purposes and could give place for local farmers 
to merchandise their import or export products in an organized and 
monitorable manner. These were the origins of the birth of „main square”, 
a site of three smaller squares directly connected to the railway station by a 
lane of a width more than 40 metres and also by Rákóczi Street. (Figure 2).

9  The Reformed Temple was constructed in the 17th century, during the years right 
before the dispatch of the Turks; the construction of the Roman Catholic Main Church, 
the Piarist Church Order’s and the Fransician (Friars) Order’s Church was executed 
in the second half of the 18th century; the Greek Catholic Church and the Synagogue 
was built in the first half of the 19th century; the Evangelical Temple and the New 
Synagogue (next to the old one) was designed in the second half of this century. – 
György Sümegi, Építészeti törekvések Kecskeméten a századfordulón (1890–1919). 
In. Bács-Kiskun megye múltjából. Vol. 9. Közművelődés. Ed. Tibor Iványosi-Szabó. A 
Bács-Kiskun Megyei Levéltár kiadványa. Kecskemét, 1987. 357–422.; László Novák, 
A Három Város építészete. Arany János Múzeum, Nagykőrös, 1989. Katalin Borossay, 
Magyarország műemlékjegyzéke. Bács-Kiskun megye. Budapest, 2006. 60–82. Zsolt 
Szilágyi Zsolt, „Barackváros főterei”, 1880–1940. = Történeti Tanulmányok, 20, 2012. 
123–142. 135–141.
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Figure 2 Rákóczi Street after the turn of the 
century 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 012552610

Besides the booming economic status, 
this wide-scale town rearrangement went 
with several other processes. On one hand, 
the extension of civil service asserted a 
determining role. On the other hand, as part 
of this extension, the attainment of municipal rank in 1870 accelerated 
and allocated a new transitional direction for the local community. 
The blooming emergence of tertiary sector and diverse new services, 
plus the spectacular broadening of clerical circle altogether resulted in 
the formation of needs for constructing new buildings and for further 
conversion of the downtown. Besides the public buildings designed with 
representative quality, modern tenement builds came also into being and 
the extension of the Reformed Dormitory was also bound to be executed. 
The Roman Catholic tenement house, opposite the Council House still 
under construction, was opened in 1894. Soon after it, the construction 
of the Israelitic and the city tenement houses terminated.11 By 1907, on 
the same side with the Greek Catholic Church, at Széchenyi Square, 
the Traders’ House and three years later the second Israelitic tenement 
house were erected next to it.The vehement process of constructions was 
intermitted by devastative earthquakes in 1911.12 Although most of the 
buildings suffered some considerable damage, a year later the Reformed 
New Dormitory,13 the monoblock of Folks Bank and the second Roman 
Catholic tenement house were completed and opened.14 Lastly, in the final 
peaceful year, the impressive structure of Evangelical tenement house, 
right next to the Savings Bank, was also given to the public (Figure 3).

10  Arcanum Postcards (electronic database, http,//postcards.arcanum.hu/
hu/?v=pdf&a=start)
11  The former one was built at the front part of Nagykőrös Street, the later one 
was constructed at the junction of Szabadság Square and Rákóczi Street opposite the 
synagogue, on the other side of the street. 
12  An impact of a massive earthquake measuring 5.6 on the Richter scale hit 
Kecskemét, which is quite a rare phenomenon in the Carpathian Basin. – KRSZO: 
http,//www.seismology.hu/index.php/hu/szeizmicitas/multnagy/89-kecskemet-july-8-
1911-m56-imax8 (Downloaded, 8 March 2014).
13  Opposite the Savings Bank, on the other side of Szabadság Square.
14  At the corner of Szabadság Square and the Széchenyi Square.
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Figure 3 The Szabadság Square in 1913 
Note: The Roman Catholic Main Church 
is (on the left), next to it is the complex 
of the Folks Bank and the second 
Catholic tenement house, next in the row 
is the Savings Bank annexed with the 
Evangelical tenement house (on the right).  
Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125884

Besides the fact that these tenement 
houses represent the prestige of the constructor’s, it also embodies 
“magnitude” (magnificence) and “power”, these buildings were also 
intended to utilize the financial potentials via meeting the demands of the 
societythat was undergoing certain profound transformations. A row of 
shops were opened and maintained on the ground floor of the tenement 
houses. On the upper floors, flats were offered to let primarily for public 
and civil servants – within a considerably attractive milieu.

The main square of the town was famed for its market place open 
from spring to autumn and busiest in summer. Móricz had tended to 
its fame to a remarkable extent. What made him enchanted is difficult 
to define. It is without doubt that the experiences he had gained here 
were incomparable to his previous ones: some unknown and unusual 
perceptions that back then seemed to belong to awell-structured and 
well-balanced phenomenon. In the 1930s thus he wrote about this place: 
“The first time I took a stroll through the wide fields towards the Tisza, 
astonished I saw the train crossing areas so rich and fertile that is only 
typical of certain spots there in Italy. Splendid wine yards, full with fruit 
trees. Rich soil with oceans of fruitages, a place that people used to call 
an earthly paradise.”15 „I was marvelling the fine spectacle of Kecskemét. 
A finer place is almost impossible to come bywithin the Great Plain. 
The Townhouse is the most impressive construction of Lechner Ödön’s 
a delightful piece of architecture. Right in front of it lies a lane with 
a width of 45 metres, it crosses the sprawl of crooked old streets thus 
makes this town a European beauty. The town is lined – on its two sides – 
by beautifully constructed palaces of a so-called Hungarian style, which 
grants a particular nature to the town. If one winds into the narrow streets, 
then he can find stout and solid builds even in the remotest periphery, 

15  Zsigmond Móricz, A föld meghódítása. In. Riportok. Vol. 3. Ed. Zsigmond Móricz. 
Budapest, 1958 [1932]. 167–171, 167.
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which houses clearly reflect some old-time wealth and prosperity.”16

The two sketches of Kecskemét, Móricz’s literary image capturing 
spectacles and Csikay’s colloquial depiction almost the exact reflection 
of real life with minute details, are undeniably wide apart in style. Half 
of a century had passed away over the city – which fact in itself can 
explain the differences of the two sketches – still it is not the traceable 
changes that are of primary importance but what can raise interest is 
the reason why the two observations of the town differ to such a large 
extent. The perspectives unveiled are apparently variant as they stem 
from different resources: from an “inlander”, from a “through passenger” 
and from a “trespasser” (jöttment). In the 1940s, Joós Ferenc17, born out 
of Kecskemét but lived mostly hereabouts and wrote books and taught 
at schools, was the latter sketcher type. His imagination presented the 
town in a characteristic way: „In this wide area there is always something 
worth seeing for a visitor from outland. The fruit gardens and vineyards 
stretching beyond the borderline areas surrounded the town as a forest and 
composed a scenic view teeming with colourful white and red flowers. 
The smell of peach blossoms wafted from all around. Later, at times of 
ripening fruits, Europe’s tray for fruits offers an abundance of the tastiest 
products. […] During this fruit ripening so from Spring until Autumn, 
the borderline areas are like a grandiose plate serving endless treasures. 
In the middle of the palm, with the power of attraction, lies […] the town. 
The treasures of the wide palm keep flowing in here. Thousands of loaded 
carts drew in here loaded with fruit baskets and cases. They arrive right 
at the market place brightly illuminated with floodlights. Here bring the 
small vineyard farm peoples their small harvest packed in their square 
baskets. Here are the most palatable delicacy of Europe to be sold and 
bought. […] The main church is 75 metres high, the bell in the straight 
tower still has not tolled its wake-up call, yet the market has been opened 
up. When the city peoples wipe their night dreams out of their eyes, the 
merchants and buyers have all cleared off from the marketplace.”18

In case of Joós and Móricz, who must have arrived at the spot earlier, 
Kecskemét could be only visualized via its borders – only this narrowing 

16  Zsigmond Móricz, Kecskemét. In. Riportok. Vol. 3. (1930–1935). Ed. Zsigmond 
Móricz. Budapest, 1958 [1932]. 155–160, 156.
17  Mária Péterné Fehér – Tamás Szabó – Ilona Székelyné Kőrösi, Kecskeméti életrajzi 
lexikon. Kecskemét, 1992. (Kecskeméti Füzetek, 4).
18  Ferenc Joós, Kecskemét a dolgozók hirös városa. (Manuscript, 1947.) MNL 
BKML XV-7. no. 12.
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perspective could be the right angle of perception. Thus homesteads (as 
agricultural production facilities) made the representation of the town 
natural and inevitable via the pulsation of each season. It is visible, that 
one key factor to analyse the settlement was the export market. This is 
why both of the sketchers may feel to capture and create the “image” of 
Kecskemét through this factor. Taking this factor into account, the most 
essential symbolic emblem of the town-heart is the marketplace where 
not just the above mentioned image comes alive, but also where the 
manufacturers as vendors, the town-dwellers as buyers and the export 
traders as engrossers are envisioned. Their interactions took place at the 
marketplace founded at the turn of the century and was bound to enthral 
the visitors to the town. “The dusk at dawn enthrals the visitor with a 
breath-taking view”, writes Erdei. “Hundreds and thousands of carts 
flood the area between the towers […], as some kind of enchantment. By 
the time the peoples wake up from their dreams, the town has unblocked 
its colours. The towers and palaces parade proudly in the town heart 
which may seem to be eye-catching and deformed at the same time: one 
cannot know it exactly, but it is crystal clear that the intake is the most 
impressive kind and evokes deep admiration. The landscapes show no 
similarities with either any western or eastern sketches, they simply seem 
to have been born by sheer imagination, they have become like a piece of 
news floating above the town: something intangible, a sort of amazement, 
something that deserves adoration.”19

Ferenc Erdei is the only person, who although being a devoted 
enthusiast depicts Kecskemét during the inter-war years as follows: 
“Kecskemét is double-faced. On one hand it is the town of fame, the 
‘Hírös Város’, on the other hand is the town of sand: the real Kecskemét.” 
The former characterization tells a lot about the well-planned propaganda 
created of the “Town gilded with colours and savours”; which attracts 
crowds into the town. The writer considered this depiction as the non-
real Kecskemét: he thought that this place is a “gloomy and impatient” 
market town during its weekdays. He also assumed that the well-famed 
Kecskemét is nothing else but the “glorified copy of reality fantasised 
by the Hungarians to re-achallurement and comfort and to enchant the 
newcomers”.20

19  Ferenc Erdei, Futóhomok. A Duna–Tiszaköz földje és népe. Budapest, 1937. 77–8. 
(Magyarország Felfedezése).
20  Ibid. 77.
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It is apparent that the town was manifested by the contemporaries 
in the footsteps of Sándor Petőfi as being a “hot-summer mirage”: an 
allurement, a divine (inexplicable) phenomenon, an exemplary pattern 
to be followed. What also contributed to the emergence of myth is that 
in the 19th century the landscape that emblemed Hungary was displaced 
from the mountains to the Great Plain – Ferenc Kölcsey or the above 
mentioned Petőfi are reckoned to have played a contributive role in this 
transition. The continuously growing interest for the Great Plain resulted 
in the emergence of the “Great Plain cult” countermarked indispensably 
with the wide fields (puszta). As Kecskemét also owned an abundance 
of mythical places, the town had emerged to be a vital element of the 
cult. Besides Mór Jókai and Mikszáth, different academic studies also 
revived and created their own Kecskemét – during the interwar years, 
at the latest, when attention was refocused on Great Plain. All of these 
factors mentioned above had a profound influence on town dwellers and 
on the picture they created about themselves, thus started the local middle 
class and the elite circle to conceptualize their position: the mythicized 
Kecskemét had become a real element of the dwellers’ self-awareness. 
This concept is presented tiled in the picture that the elite circle tended 
to depict about the town for instance this manner of presentation also 
appeared in the column of “Városkultura” (The Culture of the Town).

In 1933 this periodical discussed Kecskemét in separate thematic 
blocks. Important elite dwellers were requested to take pen in hand and 
write pieces that were to be published. The thematic assortment of the 
writings on the town was as follows: Jenő Szappanos focused on historical 
and architectural themes, Ödön Horváth wrote about agriculture and 
export trading, Sándor Merétey was in response of demography, Albin 
Cserey-Pechány dealt with health issues, Sándor Kovács focused on 
public education, and Pál M. Bodon traced cultural and art subjects.21

The above mentioned thematic classification authentically reflects 
the scientific practice of those times, also represents the historical, 
economic, social and cultural aspects asserted back then. The typical 

21  Jenő Szappanos, A mai Kecskemét. = Városkultura, 6, 1933. 8. 144–7.; Ödön 
Horváth, Kecskemét a gyümölcs városa. = Városkultura, 6, 1933. no. 8. 148–9.; 
Sándor Merétey, Kecskemét a gyermek városa. = Városkultura, 6, 1933. no. 8. 149–
150.; Sándor Merétey, Kecskemét a gyermek városa. (Offprint.) = Magyar Statisztikai 
Szemle, 13, 1935. no. 5. 78–87.; Albin Cserey-Pechány, Kecskemét közegészségügye. 
= Városkultura, 6, 1933. no. 8. 150–1.; Sándor Kovács, Kecskemét közoktatásügye. 
= Városkultura, 6, 1933. no. 8. 151–2.; Pál m. Bodon, Kecskemét zenei élete. = 
Városkultura, 6, 1933. no. 8. 152–3.
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features of Kecskemét became apparently remarkable: the wide fields 
of Bugac, the already ruling picture of apricot culture, fruit trading, the 
outstandingly high rates of birth and the “exemplary” establishment of 
the local homestead schools’ network. The close link established with 
József Katona’s spirit and with Zoltán Kodály’s work are also clearly 
conceptualised. Last, but not least, the unique Town Hall, due to its role 
played in the representation, is exemplified to be more prominent. Besides 
giving home to the local civil services, the Town Hall also spectacularly 
embodies the power of the town governors’ elite circle and emblematically 
symbolises the self-awareness of Kecskemét dwellers’.

The building represents artistic values and accommodated decision 
making procedures, thus it soon emerged into a symbol that embodied the 
town even at the turn of the century, which fact is authentically affirmed 
by numerous photos and postcards. Later on, however, it’s rare to find 
captures where the Town Hall was snapped on its own aparted from its 
natural surroundings (Figure 4). Most of the snapshots are made from 
distant perspectives where the building is surrounded by temples and 
churches and the market crowd (Figure 5). As a result, by the 1930s the 
marketplace, especially the fruit market, turned out to be an emblem 
similarly important as the Town Hall. As a clear verification of the above 
mentioned remark, and as a proof that the local elite circle has perceived 
and conveyed this fact in the same way, ten representative pictures of 
Kecskemét were published in articles written by Szappanos. Namely, 
none of these pictures portray the Town Hall in a conventional way. As 
quite the reverse, breaking with the previous practices, one photo shows 
the Szabadság Square from the peculiar angle from the upper floor of the 
Town Hall. The shot captures one site of the marketplace and the line of 
shops that appears to be a spot from a busy metropolis. In the background 
the Beretvás Hotel and the synagogue are also exposed, in the foreground 
the hire-carriages and the passers-by are snapped (Figure 6).22 This subject 
is also mentioned in the following remark made by the author, originally 
architect by profession: due to the fact that Kecskemét is a market town “it 
has its hardships with practising the outlook of a large city”.23

22  Different other pictures depict Rákóczi Street (the economic vein of the town), the 
threatre, the newly built palace suburb and the freshly opened Széktó Spa. Two out of 
the remaining five captures reveal the town in the 19th century, the rest are of the József 
Katona’s grave, the main altar of the Roman Catholic Main Church and the mural “The 
Blood Oath” by Bertalan Székely in the town council’s boardroom wall (Szappanos, A 
mai Kecskemét, 145–6).
23  Ibid. 144.
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Figure 4 The Town Hall of Kecskemét aparted from 
natural surroundings from the times before 1902 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125619

Figure 5 A photo of the Town Hall with the surrounding 
buildings and the local market in the front at around 1900 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125873

Figure 6 The Szabadság Square in 1933 
Source: Jenő Szappanos, op. cit., 145. 
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The picture that the elite circle of Kecskemét wished to create and 
transmit about the town is clearly distinguishable in main terms. However, 
how this perception adjusted to practise of contemporary town sketching 
and what this practise resulted in will be discussed heretofore.24

Correspondingly to other towns, Kecskemét was detailed from birds’ 
eye perspective.25 Even at the end of the 19th century, certain elements 
of this view are still traceable in a handful of photos (Figure 7). What 
is perceivable is that this time Kecskemét is depicted as a large town in 
the countryside: not from a perspective view or from a distant approach, 
but oftentimes from people’s „downstairs” angle that any passers-by 
had the chance to experience (Figure 8). In contrast with the earlier 
ones, this conceptualisation atomized the townscape into small details 
via the individual’s experience. Nevertheless capturing the “extensive 
complexity” of the town was not primarily important anymore but a 
partial picture of the entire caption became the focus of interest. Besides 
that fact until those times photos had already been taken of the buildings, 
building complexes and public sites, as a new theme, the market were also 
presented in the pictures. We should also mention that there are no sharp 
era lines between the town descriptions of Kecskemét. Both presentment 
styles had been used alternately via varying the above mentioned themes 
even at the turn of the century; albeit building photographing itself was 
gradually fading into the background from the 1920s. 

24  Aspects gathered from, Gábor Gyáni, Budapest – túl jón és rosszon. A nagyvárosi 
múlt mint tapasztalat. Napvilág Kiadó, Budapest, 2008. 161–187.
25  See Szilágyi, Homokváros, 41–2.

Figure 7 Kecskemét from birds’s eye perspective at the 
turn of the century 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125517
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The miling crowds in the contemporary market photos were 
never taken from a zoomed angle, but from a distant point that makes 
the extension and size of the market perceivable (Figure 5). Anyhow 
unused this theme in the presentment of Kecskemét had been at the turn 
of the century, still it could not become a determinative element, as in 
those times the constructed setting deserved more attention, and the 
presentment of the crowds at the market place was executed only via 
overemphasising the décor components. Nonetheless, the market place 
had turned out to be a constant and perpetual theme, also an essential 
component of Kecskemét’s image. From this point of view, the market in 
the representation of Kecskemét meant something completely different 
than aspect with regard to Budapest at the turn of the century, which may 
result in several explanations. 

It occurs to ask, that in case of an market town how can a market place 
“deserve such paramount status above everything else”. In Kecskemét 
from the beginning of the century, export market had started to gain 
conspicuous efficiency due to the newly constructed main square, which 
asserted profound influence on both town economy and town society. 
Thus, as an accelerator of the transitional process, the market place had 
become the most vital characteristic element of the town. 

According to a further possible explanation, in the captures of the market 
the homestead folks (farmers) and the townspeople (civilians) were presented 
together to evoke the illusion of the unified inland and outland. We can talk 
about only an “illusion” in this case, as personal interaction between the two 

Figure 8 The row of shops with passers-by in 
Szabadság Square during the interwar period 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125895
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sides was only occasional, even if a seller had a habitual clientele. (There is 
no economic distinction between a seller and a buyer as one has goods to 
sell and the other has the money to purchase goods.) As a conclusion, the 
real wide gap between the homestead folks and the townspeople were not 
presented, thus evoked the illusion of a unified Kecskemét. This gap vanished 
amongst the crowds of the market in this way the mythical Kecskemét, the 
“Well-famed Town” image could come into being.

In contrast, during the 1920s and the 1930s a visible change in the 
intention of perception was traceable. Seemingly not the captured picture 
of the crowds was required anymore, but the accentuation of the individual 
and the visualization of diverse “Kecskemét folks” was the demand to fulfil 
(Figure 9). In these snapshots clearly defined human figures, oftentimes 
even their facial expressions are envisioned: their clothing, posture give 
evident hints to their approximate social status. Via this visualization 
method, when more national attention was directed onto homesteads after 
First World War, the Kecskemét town dweller and the homestead dweller 
“come alive” out of the illusion of the unified crowds.

Figure 9 Local producers’market before First World War 
Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125820

Figure 10 The town as a work of art, the building of the House of Law at the 
beginning of the century 

Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125658
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Besides the pictures taken of the market, the captures of the street 
also hold similar importance. At the turn of the century, it was a common 
practice that the photographer focused on snapping the constructed 
environment and that he was on to select a time of the day when the traffic 
of the public squares were supposedly the lowest (Figure 10). A snapshot 
like this may evoke a feeling that the streets in those times tended to be 
deserted in an inexplicable way. Although the logical assumption may 
arise that at the turn of the century the lower number of citizens may have 
induced this “phenomenon”, still it is not credible that the streets emptied 
to such a great extent during the morning hours. It was more likely that 
the photographer himself settled the setting for the snapshot with the 
lowest number of citizens. But what prompted the photographer to do so? 

According to a reasoning, the town impressed the photographer as 
a “piece of art”.26 This artistically constructed milieu was captured in 
the pictures, where the focus was not of human figures but of the newly 
designed buildings that for then somehow unfitted the townscape at the 
turn of the century. These buildings transparently represent the local 
elite’s “magnitude” and power, including the influence and role of the 
local clergy. They also hide some symbolic reference to the mental links 
the local elite took on unreservedly with the national elite circle in the 
capital city. A good example of this attitude can be the Cifra Palace and 
the Katona József Theatre (Figure 11). As Szappanos in the 1930s also 
remarks, the latter one is “a similar but smaller copy of the Vígszínház in 
Budapest”.27

26  Gyáni, Budapest, 167.
27  Szappanos, A mai Kecskemét, 144.

Figure 11 The Katona József Theatre in the 1920s 
Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125595
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At that time, during the interwar years, the man in the street appears 
in the photos more often. The buildings were still the focus of the captures, 
but they are important as the décor of the Kecskemét’s proscenium, and 
not as works of art. Consequently, the addressee of a postcard tended 
to compose his impression about the (inner) town and the townspeople 
based on these characteristically idealized visualisations. This point of 
view diverted importance onto presenting the cumulative crowds and the 
pulsation of a town in the country (Figure 12).

All in all, the elite circle clearly understood and also contributed to 
the transition of the townscape concepts. The focus of conceptualisations 
was first the buildings which were later replaced by civilians. The town 
gained presentation based on these changes. The primary symbol of 
Kecskemét was not only the Town Hall, but also the society of town 
dwellers, in particular the figures of manual workers who created the 
“town of fruits” out of sand with bare hands. It is no coincidence that 
Mayor Endre Balásfalvi Kiss pronounced, in connection with the large-
scale event, the “Hirös Hét” (Well-famed Week), that “the workingmen 
of Kecskemét were to be presented before the country”.28 The Mayor 
mentioned and exalted the ideas also formed by László Németh, the 
director of the Institution for the Deaf Mutes, also the president of the 
Wineyard Lords’ Association, as he announced broadly in 1919 that 
Kecskemét “is operated by the vineyard lords who made gold out of 
the wind-blown seasand via giving fruits of juicy apricots and apples to 
decorate the tables of Berlin, Paris, London and St Petersburg and via 

28  Endre Balásfalvi Kiss, A „Hirös Hét”. = Tolnai Világlapja, 36, 1934. (electronic 
database, http://www.huszadikszazad.hu/1934-julius/gazdasag/hiros-het-kecskemeten)

Figure 12 The miling street in the 1920s 
Source: Arcanum Postcards ZM 0125882
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popularizing their smooth ‘kadarka’ wine overseas, in America.”29

In contrast, István Fáy, Lord Lieutenant seemed to think that 
Kecskemét is “also the town of reality and romance”. The previous 
concept – as “the picture and results of real living” – was to be exhibited 
on the above mentioned event with the intention of revealing what 
kind of townscape the town dwellers, in particular the elite circle had 
conceptualised. Nevertheless, the latter idea, “the town of romance” was 
formed in a completely different manner, as Fáy also recognised it, “Here 
are no blackened old-time castle walls, where ghost-ladies and armoured 
knights from folk tales stroll under the shadows of the hollow arches 
into the moonlight. This romance is different – a harmony of Hungarian 
air and colourful, forest birds’ clinging songs and meadow flowers’ 
scents: it is the music of Hungarian fields and the meeting of Petőfi’s and 
Katona’s spirit.”30 The factual and romanticised pictures of Kecskemét in 
a complementary and collective way contributed to the overall image of 
the mythicized Kecskmét during the interwar period.

29  Kecskeméti Közlöny, 20 November 1919, 2. (A szőlősgazdák a főispánnál és a 
polgármesternél)
30  István Fáy, Hirös Hét Kecskeméten. = Tolnai Világlapja, 36, 1934, (electronic 
database, http,//www.huszadikszazad.hu/1934-julius/gazdasag/hiros-het-kecskemeten)




